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Meeting at Bronsdale 
Is this the start of a beautiful friendship?  

Alan Jones 
The regular merchant caravan is overdue. It is time for a 

group of heroes to step forward and make a name for 
themselves... 
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Adventure Summary 
This adventure is designed for 4-6 PCs of level 1 (c. 5 levels). It starts in the village of Bronsdale on the western 
border of Darokin in the Known World region of Mystara.  

Adventure Background 
� Bronsdale is an isolated settlement threatened by humanoid tribes. 
� The village has a trading post owned and run by the Toney family a small merchant house trying to enter 

the big time. 
� Other merchant house may not want Toney taking a piece of the action. 
� The caravan has been attacked by a squad of 16 orcs, members of the Bloodsnapper clan. They are led by 

Pashnak Goblinthrottler and his deputies, Eirig Bloodhater and Borbag Enemykicker. 
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The Missing Merchants 

The Rumour Mill 
As this is an introduction to a new campaign some mechanism to get the PCs together is needed. 

As you go about your daily tasks you cannot but overhear the grumbling and griping from the other villagers. It seems 
that the merchants and tradesmen in the village of Bronsdale are getting worried: the fortnightly caravan from Fort 
Lakeside is several days late. The weather has been bad but not anything out of the ordinary for the time of year; 
grey overcast skies with the scent of snow in the air. Even you notice that supplies are running low in many of the 
shops and prices are starting to rise. 

All PCs who ask questions can make a gather information skill check and get one of the following responses: 
• DC10: The mayor will have to start rationing food soon or people will go hungry. 
• DC 12: Those damn orcs again. They have hit too many of our caravans. Fort Lakeside never sends 

enough troops to protect them and when they do, the orcs don’t attack. They are a sly bunch. 
• DC 14: I’ve heard it is not just orcs that attack the caravans. There are bandits in the hills and they 

have spies in Fort Lakeside and they know the right times to attack. They may even be feeding the orcs 
this information. 

• DC 16: I think one of the other Houses has it in for Toney House. It almost always seems to be their 
caravans that get hit. They could be feeding the orcs information as to when the caravans are 
travelling. 

 
The PCs may wish to talk to the representative of Toney House or one of the village officials. None will speak with the 
PCs. Too busy or not interested in speaking with such as them is the usual response. 
 

The Town Meeting 

Early in the morning as snow starts to fall the village crier calls a meeting in the market square. “Citizens of Darokin; 
residents and traders of Bronsdale; friends. Another of our caravans has been attacked. This time the scurvy orcs 
have carried off not only the goods that we depend on, food, pig iron, cloth and so on but also the men, the brave 
men that guard the caravan and the traders that fearlessly travel the roads to bring us our goods.” He turns to the 
man standing beside him on the steps of the town hall. “Master Merchant Callister here has offered a reward for the 
return of the caravan of 100 daros and I will match this with a further 100 daros. Those who are willing to undertake 
this mission please assemble here; ready to depart within the hour.”  

If the PCs join the assembly they will notice a mix of people in the group but most appear to just be villages and 
young hot heads out for a fight with the orcs.  

As you stand in the square, the mayor approaches with a man dressed in simple yet practical garb. “Juan Puente!” 
one of the young hot heads exclaims, ‘Is he going with us?’ Puente looks quietly at the younger man and shakes his 
head, “I am not going, and neither are you.” The disappointed young man stomps off muttering under his breath.  

“I don’t want to large a group; they would attract too much attention.” He says to the mayor as he scans the assembly 
of villagers, “Not much to work with but I’ll take him, him, him and her. They look like the best of a bad bunch.” He 
points at each of you in turn “You lot ready to go? You don’t have much time to waste; this snow will cover any tracks 
the orcs may have left.” 

The Wounded Guard Is Spotted 

An hour later, Juan gives you a final check. “Are you sure you are ready for this, it could be dangerous? Remember 
that the most important thing is to get the men back alive, the goods are less important, that is what sets Toney 
House apart from the other merchant families. If you can kill the orcs so much the better but don’t risk your lives to do 
so.” 

Suddenly a ragged cry goes up in the market square. A battered and bloody man wearing the livery of a guard of 
Toney House is staggering down the road from Fort Lakeside.  

“Go, this is your chance to make names for yourselves and may the Earth Mother watch over you.” 

 
If the PCs go to him on the road he will manage to gasp out a message. 
 

“They shot Black Thunder from under me, they have the caravan surrounded. No more than a mile back there, must 
get help.” He collapses to the ground. He is bleeding from many wounds, the splintered shafts of arrows sprout like 
the quills of a porcupine from his back.  

 
The guard is at -1 hit point and loses another 1 per round unless healed. Even if the PCs leave straight away they will 
arrive too late at the caravan.  
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Rescue Mission 

Too Late For the Caravan (1) 

As you round the corner a scattering of crows rise up from the road way. All is quiet and still. One wagon lies tipped 
on its side its load spilt across the road and down the valley side. Of the other parts of the wagon train there is no 
obvious sign. As you look closer you can make out the bodies of several guards, wagon drivers and horses on the 
track. Each has at least a quartet of arrows in them. 

 
There is a pair of timber wolves in the woods and they have smelt blood. If PCs make an opposed spot/hide or 
listen/move silently check they will notice them before they emerge from the woods. 
 
   � Wolf, Timber (2): CR 1 / EL 3; Medium Animal; HD 2d8+4 (12, 8 hp)); Init +2; Spd 50ft; AC 14; Atk Bite +3 
Melee (1d6+1); Face/Reach 5ft by 5ft / 5ft; SA Trip; SQ Scent; AL N; Fort +5; Ref +5; Will +1; Str 13; Dex 15; Con 15; 
Int 2; Wis 12; Cha 6;  
   Skills: Hide +3, Listen +6, Move Silently +4, Spot +4, Wilderness Lore +1; 
   Feats: Weapon Finesse (Bite);  
   SA- A wolf that hits with a bite attack can try to trip an opponent as a free action 
   SQ- Wolves receive a +4 racial Bonus to Wilderness Lore checks when tracking by scent 
 
A successful search check at DC12 will reveal large numbers of orc foot prints in the mud around the ruined wagon. 
An attempt has been made to hide the fact that the other wagons have been taken back along the track. It is starting 
to get dark and a few flecks of snow start to fall. It should be made clear that tracking the orcs through the night 
would be difficult and dangerous; if the PCs try they should be harried by parties of orc skirmishers. 
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   �Orc (2): CR ½ / EL 1; Medium Humanoid; HD 1d8 ; Init 0; Spd 20'; AC 14; Atk Axe +2 melee, crossbow +0 
missile (1d8+2 x3, 1d8); Face/Reach 5ft by 5ft / 5ft; SQ Darkvision; AL CE; Fort 2; Ref 0; Will -1; Str 15; Dex 10; Con 
11; Int 9; Wis 8; Cha 8;  
   Skills: Listen +2, Spot+2; 
   Feats: Alertness;  
   SQ- Darkvision 60ft 
 
The skirmishers will attack with crossbows from the shelter of the trees to the west of the track using their Darkvision 
retreating when PCs get to close. They will try to lead the PCs away from where they have taken the caravan. A 
successful Spot or Wilderness Lore check at DC 12 will reveal to the PCs that they are being led in circles after 1d3 
rounds. The skirmishers will continue to act as ‘wandering encounters.’ There is a 10% chance each hour that the 
PCs will encounter another pair of these orcs until 8 have been killed. 

The Side Track (2) 

The tracks of the wagons are not easy to follow on the rutted, muddy track, especially as it is hard to tell if you are 
following the tracks of the wagons on their way to Bronsdale or away from it. Only the occasional footprints of orcs 
amongst the tracks tell you that you are still on the right track. 

 
A Spot check at DC24 or a Track check at DC12 (wagons, attempt to hide soft ground) will reveal a partially hidden 
track leading off to the west. Add 3 to the above checks if at night. 
 

The orcs have made an attempt to hide their passage by dragging branches across the entrance to a narrow track 
leading into the forest. You can see where the lower branches of the trees have been snapped off as the wagons 
squeezed through. 

 
If the PCs missed the turning they will reach the stone bridge where they notice that the orc footprints are no longer 
present. Returning along the track they will automatically find the side track but they will have lost an extra two hours.  

Woodland Encounter (3) 

The track winds through the mixed woodland and the smell of mushrooms scents the heavy air. However a horrific 
sight greets you as you turn a bend and enter a small natural clearing. A man, dressed in the Toney House livery is 
hanging by his neck from a tree. A sign has been hung around his neck, the writing small and crabby.  

 
 �  Hangman's Last Laugh: CR 1 / EL 3; Poison; Fortitude save Avoids (DC 18); Search (DC 20); Spot (DC 15); 
Disable Device (DC 20);  
 
The sign reads ‘Die Humans Die’ in small badly formed letters, probably written in blood. Any PC that approaches 
close enough to read the sign must make a spot check (DC15) or trigger the trap which is surrounded by tripwires. 
These sever the rope that hangs around the corpse’s neck. When the body hits the ground, bladders of poison gas 
are released. PCs within 10’ must make a Fortitude save at DC18 or be poisoned (initial damage 1d2 Con, secondary 
damage 1d4+1 Con).  Worse still the body has been infected with rot grubs, any PC that examines the body may 
become infected but a search at DC15 will reveal them.  
 
  � Rot Grubs (9): CR 1/10 / EL 0.7; Fine Vermin; HD 1/4d8; Init 1; Spd 5ft; AC 18; Atk Slam +4 (0); Face/Reach 6" 
by 6" / 0"; SA Burrow; AL N; Fort +2; Ref 0; Will 0; Str 2; Dex 10; Con 10; Int -; Wis 10; Cha 1;  
   Skills: Jump +3, Hide +19; 
   SA- Wisdom save ad DC15 to notice grub burrowing in. Failure and PC takes 2d6 points of constitution damage 
each round until reaches 0. During first two rounds applying fire or cutting creature out both does 2d6 points of 
damage to the victim. After the second round only a cure disease will kill the creature. 
 

The Rope Bridge (4) 

The track winds through the woods for another handful of miles the trees becoming sparser as the ground rises and 
becomes rockier. Eventually your way is blocked by a deep, steep sided gully at the base of which is a swift flowing 
stream. The track runs west along the side of the ravine until it reaches a sturdy rope and plank bridge across the 
river.  

 
There is no other way across the ravine for many miles in each direction, the path narrows to nothing within yards of 
the crossing. The far side of the bridge is the same rocky, forested terrain as the side the PCs are on. The bridge is in 
good repair, the ropes are securely tied and few if any of the planks are missing. It is easily wide enough for three 
people to stand abreast and is about 100’ from end to end.  
Once at least two PCs are half way across the bridge two orcs will launch fire arrows at the bridge. The bridge is AC9 
and will remain solid enough for PCs to use until it has taken 14 points of damage (Arrows do normal damage +1d6 
points of fire damage each round). Those PCs still on the bridge if it collapses must make a Reflex check at DC10 
followed by a strength check at DC10+1 for every 10lbs of encumbrance or fall into the ravine for 2d6 points of 
damage.  
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   �Orc (2): CR ½ / EL 1; Medium Humanoid; HD 1d8 ; Init 0; Spd 20'; AC 14; Atk Axe +2 melee, short bow +0 
missile (1d8+2 x3, 1d8); Face/Reach 5ft by 5ft / 5ft; SQ Darkvision; AL CE; Fort 2; Ref 0; Will -1; Str 15; Dex 10; Con 
11; Int 9; Wis 8; Cha 8;  
   Skills: Listen +2, Spot+2; 
   Feats: Alertness;  
   SQ- Darkvision 60ft 
 

Open Track 

The track emerges from the forest to run beside the stream across open moorland, hummocky grass and grey rocks 
make going more difficult than the shallow gradient would have you think. Your passage disturbs ptarmigan and 
grouse, hares and foxes. You see the odd sign of the merchant caravan, especially more boggy patches where the 
ground has been churned up by wagon wheels. Ahead the ground starts to rise into the foothills of the Silver Sierras. 

 
PCs need to move carefully through this area. A Wilderness Lore check at DC12 will reveal that some of the patches 
of ground are unsound. PCs moving at normal speed must make a Spot check at DC20 or fall up to their necks into a 
patch of bog. No damage is done but it takes a successful strength check at DC12 to pull a victim from the mire.  
 

Troll Bridge (5) 

The track crosses back across the narrow ravine once more, this time by means of a steeply pitched stone bridge. A 
crude head has been painted onto one of the stone pillars, while on the other a message has been scrawled, “Pay 
troll, 5gp to cross.” An overturned wooden bucket lies next to the sign. 

 
If the PCs attempt to cross without paying they will hear a bellow from below the bridge. PCs that look over the side 
will see a hideous misshapen creature climbing up the bank towards them. Borbag has used a scroll of Animate 
Dead on the body of the troll that used to guard the bridge. The orcs have taken the trolls treasure with them.  
 

A hideously misshapen creature climbs up from under the bridge. Hideously wounded it still comes on to confront 
you.  

 
  � Zombie, Troll (1): CR 0.5 / EL -1; Medium Undead; HD 2d12+3  (17hp); Init -1; Spd 30ft; AC 11; Atk Slam +2 
melee (1d6+1); Face/Reach 5ft by 5ft / 5ft; AL N; Fort +0; Ref -1; Wil +3; Str 13; Dex 8; Con -; Int -; Wis 10; Cha 1; 
Height 6';  
   Feats: Toughness;  
   SQ- Undead, partial Actions Only 
 
If they pay the toll in full the troll will not attack. PCs searching under the bridge will find the rent and dismembered 
bodies of three orcs but no sign of the troll’s takings.  

Into the Mountains 

The path swings away from the stream after crossing the troll bridge seeking an easier path through the rough, 
broken ground of the lower foothills of the Silver Sierras. It is harder now to see signs of the wagons passage. 
Occasionally you glimpse flecks of paint scraped against boulders and short stretches of wheel tracks in the muddier 
sections of the path. The trail switchbacks up into the foothills, until ahead, you glimpse the rugged outline of a ruined 
watchtower. Most of the exterior walls look sound but are covered in masses of thick dark green ivy. It is a large 
roughly square building with a smaller upper story and a stable block built onto the south side. A small lookout is built 
on top of the second storey giving the building a stepped appearance. Even from a distance you can see that the 
structure is sound but heavily weathered and has not had much effort spent on upkeep for many years. 

All around the Watchtower (6) 
Two orcs with crossbows are stationed in the lookout atop the watchtower. They get 50% cover from the 
crenulations. The approach to the tower offers some cover. During the day the orcs have a -8 to their spot checks, at 
night they have a -4 penalty. The remaining orcs are stationed inside. PCs will spot the wagons of the caravan 
outside the stable block. 
 
   �Orc (2): CR ½ / EL 1; Medium Humanoid; HD 1d8 ; Init 0; Spd 20'; AC 14; Atk Axe +2 melee, light cross bow +0 
missile (1d8); Face/Reach 5ft by 5ft / 5ft; SQ Darkvision; AL CE; Fort 2; Ref 0; Will -1; Str 15; Dex 10; Con 11; Int 9; 
Wis 8; Cha 8;  
   Skills: Listen +2, Spot+2; 
   Feats: Alertness;  
   SQ- Darkvision 60ft 
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The Watchtower 
The orcs have not had time to place traps around the watchtower, they have stationed themselves in the main hall 
behind a barricade of broken tables and other debris scavenged from the ruins of the fort.  

Entrance Passage (1) 

The entrance to the watchtower was blocked by a pair of study wooden gates, but these have long since been 
wrenched off their mounts. The buckled and rusted metal of the hinges stick out like the rotten stubs of teeth in a 
beggar’s mouth. Beyond lies a dark cobbled passage some fifteen feet high, tall enough for mounted guards to ride in 
comfort. The gates at the far end of the tunnel are still in place but show signs of damage as if they too were broken 
open at some point in the tower’s past. 

 
The cobbled floor is slick and awkward underfoot, some of the cobbles have been prised up, combat in the corridor is 
difficult, and PCs must make a Reflex check at DC10 or take a -2 penalty to hit each round. 
 

Stable Block (2) 

The roof of the stable is thatch, but it has not been repaired or replaced in what seems like a generation or two. 
Plants are growing in it and birds have nested in there giving it the appearance of a meadow rather than a roof. It is 
still fairly waterproof however and does not appear to be in any imminent risk of collapse. The doors are rotten at the 
base and are held shut with a length of rough rope.  

The stable is divided into eight stalls by what is now very rotten planking atop low stone walls. Rusty iron eyes for 
tying up horses have left stains like blood down the grey stone walls. 

The whickering sound of nervous horses can be heard from the four stalls nearest the entrance to the watchtower. 
The doors into the tower are in a much better condition than those at the entrance to the stables. 

 
The horses are nervous, a character with Animal Empathy can attempt to calm them with a successful skill check 
(DC15), if the PCs try to move the animals without calming them first there is a 20% chance that they will make 
enough noise to attract the attention of the orcs in the watchtower. The north exit from the stables will not open; it is 
blocked with rubble on the other side. 

 

Great Hall (3) 

A large carved fireplace once graced the eastern wall of the great hall but most of it has been vandalised leaving just 
a few fragments of the frieze. The ceiling has collapsed in several places leaving gaping holes and piles of rubble. 
The stone flags of the floor are cracked and uneven with scrubby bushes growing in the most ruined areas. A 
barricade of stone and rotting lumber has been thrown up in the south-eastern corner. A stone stair ascends to the 
upper story from behind the barricade. Three exits lead west and another south, the latter blocked by rubble. 

 
The remaining orcs are stationed behind the barricade. As soon as they see the PCs Pashnak Goblinthrottler will ask 
them to surrender, reinforcements are on the way. “Is this the best that they could do five whelps and a mangy dog? 
If you are wise, leave now. We out power you and reinforcements are on their way. We have already got what we 
want and are leaving shortly. You can either die bravely and foolishly, leaving those you come to rescue to starve in 
the cells or you can let us leave. ‘Do you not have a saying, there are no old heroes?’” 
He will not respond to taunts or threats.  
 
PCs will not detect any deception in the lead orc’s voice. If the PCs decide to attack, Borbag will cast sleep on the 
party. Within 4 rounds the PCs will hear the sound of orcs approaching up the corridor towards them. In combat they 
will try to do subdual damage as they want the PCs to be humiliated rather than killed. If they succumb to the sleep 
spell they will awake, stripped of all possessions in the cells with the caravan guards.  

Guard Room (4) 

This room was probably the thick oak and steel entry door and the solid but rusty iron trapdoor set into the floor are 
anything to go by. The room is probably the most intact of all the rooms you have seen so far. The ceiling does bow a 
little in the middle but it is fairly dry and clean.  

 
The trapdoor is heavy but opens quietly as if despite the rust it has been recently oiled. It reveals a stone spiral stair 
leading down. 

Store Room (5) 

This room contains a number of crates, barrels and chests. All have been opened and the contents tipped out. 
Cooking pots, pig iron, salted meat, pickled fish, nails, grain are all mixed in a stinking mess that spreads across the 
floor. A hole in the ceiling has let in the weather for many seasons and the floor is cracked and uneven. 
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The chests, crates etc. bear the brand of Toney House and a lading date of a few days ago. 
 

Barracks (6) 

This large room is plainly finished and from the few remaining furnishings may have once served as a barracks. 
There are a few rotting wooden framed bunks and a shattered wooden chest, the wood too rotten to be off use even 
for firewood. A large hole has taken most of the floor to the room below and the remainder sags alarmingly.  

Captains Chamber (7) 
The door to this room is jammed where the walls have shifted. It will take a strength check of DC13 to break it. 
However the floor beyond the door has collapsed and any PC breaking the door down will have to make a reflex save 
at DC20 or fall through into the room below. 

 
�   Collapse: CR 1; Falling damage (2d6); Reflex save Avoids (DC 20);  

 

This room still contains some furniture. A rotten bed has collapsed in on itself in the far south-western corner but the 
chest next to the pile of rotting fabric and timber still appears sound. A large hole makes access to the room difficult. 
The painted plaster on the walls and the carvings on the corbels supporting the roof suggest that this may have bee 
the guard captain’s chambers. 

The chest contains a rotting leather pouch with 150 gold pieces along with a rusty but serviceable chain shirt 
wrapped in a sheet of oilcloth.  

Pastor’s Chamber (8) 
The door to this room is locked and magically trapped (Search DC28). If the trap is not disarmed then the PC trying to 
open the door will be the victim of a Suggestion spell (Will DC15). The spell will suggest that the room is empty and 
nothing of any value is inside. 

 

The room is in a remarkable state of preservation. The plaster on the walls is hardly marked with mould and the floor 
is still intact. Woodworm has attacked the wood of the bed and moths have feasted upon the plain hangings that 
once surrounded it. From the scale of the furniture you would guess that it was built for a dwarf. A small stone altar 
upon which a moon has been carved stands against the north wall.  

 
A Search check at DC20 reveals a secret compartment in the altar. Inside is a single, labelled, vial of Delay Poison 
potion. 

Ranger’s Chamber (9) 
The door to this room is locked, but not trapped. 
 

The room smells heavily of rot and decay. The remains of a bed squat in the south east corner of the chamber and 
the plaster has fallen off the walls in many places. What remains is discoloured by mould but enough remains to 
show forest scenes, painted in an amateur but not unpleasant fashion. In the south west corner of the room a small 
chest still retains its shape despite sitting in a pool of water that has leaked in through the roof and collected around 
it. 

 
�   Collapse: CR 1; Falling damage (2d6); Reflex save Avoids (DC 20); Search (DC 18); Spot (DC 13); 
 
The area marked on the map will collapse if more than 200lbs in weight is put upon it. The chest if opened contains a 
potion of Cure Light Wounds and 6 +1 Arrows in a mouldy leather quiver. 
 

Spiral Stair (10) 

A broad spiral stair leads upwards to a wooden trapdoor. The treads show heavy wear in places and are slick with 
water and dead leaves. 

 

The Look Out (11) 

The wooden trapdoor is held together with rusty iron plates, there is more rot than wood, more rust than iron. 
However it still keeps the worst of the weather from penetrating the staircase. A 4’ high wall with crenulations 
surrounds a T-shaped space that offers excellent views of the land around the fort. It also shows that the roof of the 
watchtower is in very poor repair with cracks and holes in the flat roof. To the East a crude ladder stands against a 
tall poll cut from a single pine. At the top the remains of what aboard a ship would be called a crows-nest.  
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The Cells (12) 

A central guard room has short stubby corridors leading in the four cardinal directions. Each corridor has four solid 
wood and iron doors.  

 
All the doors are locked, the south and west cells hold the survivors of the ambush, hungry but none are seriously 
injured. Each cell is identical, bare stone walls and a strong wooden door (Smash DC23, Hardness 5, 23hp). 

 
If the prisoners are asked about their incarceration they speak of fairly good treatment by the orcs.  
“They surprised us with a volley of arrows which took out the guards then I think one of them cast a spell and we 
woke up here.” 
“They questioned Cookie for a bit, but left the rest of us alone.” 
“Can’t remember what they asked me. That orc shaman must have messed with my mind.” (A successful Sense 
Motive vs. Bluff check will suggest that Cookie is lying. He is reluctant to tell what he was questioned about. “It is said 
that this watchtower was built on the site of an older building, possibly a wizard’s tower, maybe a monastery or it 
could have been a mansion, though why such a place was built up here nobody knows. Anyway the song said 
something about someone of power being buried here. Or rather part of him was buried here, to prevent him 
returning his body was scattered to the corners of the realm. From the scraps of my knowledge I knew that this was 
the place where his heart was buried, in a lead casket. I know not where the rest was interred, but by all that is good I 
don’t want to find out.” (Another successful Sense Motive vs. Bluff check suggests that he does want to find out 
more). 

 
One of the cells has a 20’ deep pit dug into the floor and piles of earth and worked stone lie beside the hole. The pit is 
recent, the soil is still damp.  
 

The Return to Bronsdale 
The journey back to Bronsdale is uneventful if a little slow as you have to travel at the speed of the slowest wagon. 
As you travel the rescued prisoners speak constantly of their gratitude. 
 
Back in Bronsdale the mayor and Merchant Callister are both very pleased with your actions. Juan Puente stands in 
the background and smiles; he feels he has chosen well.  
“I would like to offer you a commission, a five year contract to act as guards on Toney House caravans. You will get 
to see the world, where few caravans have been before. We are a small House but have big plans. We want to join 
the bigger Houses and you can play a part in this. You will be paid, 3gp a month to start with, plus food and board. 
You get to keep any booty you, ahem, liberate from encounters with bandits. Cookie and the others spoke highly of 
you as does Mister Puente.” 
 
If the PCs decide not to join Callister will ask them just to travel with them on their next journey, just until they can get 
some more guards. 
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Appendix 1: Consolidated Monster Statistics 

 
Location # Type AC Max HP Current HP Move Attacks And Damage Fort Ref Will Enc XP 

1 12  1 Trail  
2 

Timber Wolf 14 
8  

50’ Bite+3 (1d6+1) +5 +5 +1 600 

1 1  
2 7  
3 6  
4 3  
5 4  
6 4  
7 7  
8 3  
9 8  
10 7  
11 7  
12 8  
13 6  
14 3  
15 6  
16 4  
17 7  

Anywhere 

18 

Orc Warrior 14 

4  

20’ 
Axe +2 (1d8+2) Light 
Crossbow (1d6) or 
Short bow (1d6) 

+2 +0 -1 
150 
(each 
orc) 

2 Trap 1 Hangman 
Trap n/a n/a       600 

2 Trap 1 9 Rot Grubs 18 1  5’ Special 2 0 0 270 
Troll Bridge 1 Zombie Troll 11 17  30’ Slam +2 (1d6+1) +0 -1 +3 150 

Watchtower 1 Pashnak 
(Orc War 4) 14 21  20’ Battleaxe +7(1d8+4) +4 +3 +0  

Watchtower 1 Elrig (Orc 
War 3) 17 11  20’ Orc Double Axe +2/-2 

(1d8+4) +0 +4 -1  

Watchtower 1 Borbag 15 21  20’ Battleaxe +3 (1d8+1) +4 +3 +4  
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Appendix 2: Important NPCs 

Pashnak Goblinthrottler 
Male Orc War4: Medium Humanoid ; HD 4d8(Warrior) ; hp 21; Init +0; Spd 20; AC 14(Flatfooted:14, Touch:10); Atk 
+7 base melee, +4 base ranged; +8 (1d8+4, Battleaxe, Masterwork); SQ: Light sensitivity (Ex), Darkvision (Ex); AL 
CE; SV Fort +4, Ref +3, Will +0; STR 16, DEX 10, CON 11, INT 9, WIS 8, CHA 8. 
Skills: Climb +1, Hide -2, Listen +1, Move Silently -2, Speak Language +1, Spot +1.  
Feats: Alertness, Armour Proficiency: heavy, Armour Proficiency: light, Armour Proficiency: medium, Lightning 
Reflexes, Shield Proficiency, Simple Weapon Proficiency. 
Possessions:  
Weapons: Battleaxe, Masterwork (310 gp). 
Armour: Scale mail, Masterwork (200 gp). 

Elrig Bloodhater 
Male Orc War3: Medium Humanoid ; HD 3d8-9(Warrior) ; hp 11; Init +3; Spd 20; AC 17(Flatfooted:14, Touch:13); Atk 
+6 base melee, +6 base ranged; +2 (1d8+4, Axe, orc double); SQ: Light sensitivity (Ex), Darkvision (Ex); AL CE; SV 
Fort +0, Ref +4, Will -1; STR 17, DEX 16, CON 4, INT 9, WIS 7, CHA 4. 
Skills: Tumble +2.  
Feats: Armour Proficiency: heavy, Armour Proficiency: light, Armour Proficiency: medium, Blind-Fight, Shield 
Proficiency, Simple Weapon Proficiency, Toughness. 
Possessions:  
Weapons: Axe, orc double (60 gp). 
Armour: Scale mail (50 gp). 

Borbag Enemykicker 
Male Orc War1/Adp2: Medium Humanoid ; HD 1d8+2(Warrior) , 2d6+4(Adept) ; hp 21; Init +1; Spd 20; AC 
15(Flatfooted:14, Touch:11); Atk +3 base melee, +3 base ranged; +3 (1d8+1, Battleaxe); SQ: Light sensitivity (Ex), 
Darkvision (Ex); AL CE; SV Fort +4, Ref +3, Will +4; STR 13, DEX 12, CON 15, INT 8, WIS 12, CHA 7. 
Skills: Concentration +6, Listen +3, Spot +3.  
Feats: Alertness, Armour Proficiency: heavy, Armour Proficiency: light, Armour Proficiency: medium, Shield 
Proficiency, Simple Weapon Proficiency, Spell Penetration. 
Spells Known (Adp 3/2): 0 -- Create Water, Cure Minor Wounds, Detect Magic, Ghost Sound, Guidance, Light, 
Mending, Purify Food and Drink, Read Magic; 1st -- Bless, Burning Hands, Cause Fear, Command, Comprehend 
Languages, Cure Light Wounds, Detect Chaos, Detect Evil, Detect Good, Detect Law, Endure Elements, Obscuring 
Mist, Protection from Chaos, Protection from Evil, Protection from Good, Protection from Law, Sleep. 
Spells Prepared (Adp 3/2): 0 - Cure Minor Wounds x2, Ghost Sound; 1st - Sleep, Obscuring Mist. 
Possessions:  
Weapons: Battleaxe (10 gp). 
Armour: Scale mail (50 gp). 
Magic: Scroll: Magic Weapon (2) (50 gp). 

Snagrid (Familiar) 
None Animal, Weasel : CR 1/3; Tiny Animal ; HD 3d8 ( Animal) ; hp 10; Init + 2; Spd 20, Climb 20; AC 15; Atk + 0 
base melee, + 6 base ranged; +6 ( 1d3-4, Bite ); SA: Attach (Ex) ; SQ: Scent (Ex); AL N; SV Fort + 2, Ref + 4, Will + 
4; STR 3, DEX 15, CON 10, INT 6, WIS 12, CHA 10. 
Skills: Balance +10, Climb +11, Hide +13, Listen +3, Move Silently +9, Spot +4. Feats: Weapon Finesse: Bite. 
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Appendix 3: Consolidated Treasure Lists 
 
Location Description Value Weight Taken By 
Orcs 5gp in gold/silver/copper on each 5 (Multiple)   
WT 7 Coins (150gp) 150   
WT 7 Chain Shirt 100   
WT 8 Potion (Delay Poison CL4) 400   
WT 9 Potion (Cure Light Wounds CL1) 50   
WT 9 6 Arrows (+1)  282   
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Appendix 4: New Monsters 

Rot Grub 
Fine Vermin 
Hit Dice: 1/4d8 (1 hp) 
Initiative: +1 (Dex) 
Speed: 5 ft 
Armor Class: 18 (+8 size) 
Attacks: Slam +4 melee 
Damage: Slam 0 
Face/Reach: 1/2 ft by 1/2 ft/0 ft 
Special Attacks: Burrow 
Special Qualities: Vermin, tremor sense 
Saves: Fort +2, Ref +0, Will +0 
Abilities: Str 2, Dex 10, Con 10, Int —, Wis 10, Cha 1 
Skills: Jump +3, Hide +19 
Climate/Terrain: Any land and underground 
Organization: Swarm (5-20) 
Challenge Rating: 1/10 
Treasure: None 
Alignment: Always neutral 
Advancement Range: 1 HD (Fine) 
Rot grubs are 1-inch long vermin found in carrion, dung, and other such garbage and organic material. Their skin color is white or brown. 
COMBAT 
When a living creature contacts an area (dung heap, offal, etc) infested with rot grubs, a successful Spot check (DC 15) can be made to notice and 
completely avoid the grubs. If failed, the grubs contact the victim’s skin and burrow into the flesh. 
Burrow (Ex): A rot grub secretes an anesthetic when it bites. A burrowing grub can be noticed if the victim succeeds at a Wisdom check (DC 15). If 
successful, the victim sees strange rippling beneath his skin. If failed, the creature does not notice the grubs. A burrowing grub deals 2d6 points of 
temporary Constitution damage each round. At Constitution 0, the victim dies. The grubs then look for a new host. During the first two rounds, a burrowing 
rot grub can be killed by applying fire to the infested skin or by cutting open the infested skin with any slashing weapon. Either method deals 2d6 points of 
damage to the victim, but kills the grubs. After the second round, only a remove disease can kill the grubs as they burrow to the victim’s heart and devour it 
(still dealing 2d6 points of temporary Constitution damage each round). 
Tremor sense (Ex): Rot grubs can automatically sense the location of anything within 20 feet that is in contact with the ground. 
Vermin: Immune to all mind-influencing effects. 
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